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SUNSHINE MILLIONS FILLY & MARE TURF SPRINT STAKES 6 FURLONGS (TURF)

RACE #4 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#2 – Leggs Galore has won three in a row since switching to turf from dirt. She should be able to get to 
the front and has the best chance to wire the field at a distance/surface where speed matters.

#1 – She's Devoted is undefeated in two starts. She improved from race to race but is a closer. The worry 
here is pace. With a lack of true frontrunners, a moderate to slow pace could work against her.

#5– Warren's Showtime is probably the class of the field, collecting the most prize money at a little more 
than a half-million dollars. She’s wont he bulk of it at Santa Anita with four wins and two second in six 
outings. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#7 – Mo See Cal should find the pace to her liking and should be close to the front all the way around the 
track. She’s flipping from dirt in her last to turf, a 20% winner for trainer Peter Miller.

#9 – Nardini was off two years before retuning to the track in 2020. It was a good year for her with three 
wins and two thirds in seven races. She hasn’t run since early November, but her workouts since indicate 
2021 could get off to a good start too. 

#4 – Sheza Girly Girl has one race at Santa Anita, a come from behind win at 5 ½ furlongs on turf. She 
finished 10th of 12 in her only other grass go and her last start. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: LEGGS GALORE should get to the front as 
she’s the truest pacesetter in this field. FLORENTINE DIAMOND 
and MO SEE CAL are more co-pilot than pilot and will do their 
best to keep LEGGS GALORE honest.

Distance/Surface Bias: Meet to date, there have been 10 races 
at the distance and surface. Seven of the winners were labeled 
early speed with three going the distance wire to wire.

Post Position Stats: The first 10 starts at the distance/surface 
have played fairly for gates one through seven with a slight 
downtick from eight and out.  

EARLY SPEED:
Leggs Galore, Florentine Diamond, Mo See Cal

STALKERS:
Warren's Showtime, Homehome, Nardini

CLOSERS:
She's Devoted, Hollywood Hills, Sheza Girly Girl

THE PLAY

LEGGS GALORE gets to the lead and might not give it up. SHE’S DEVOTED is undefeated in two starts 
and improved in round two. Further improvement would be good enough to make it three for three. 
WARREN’S SHOWTIME has hit the board in nine of 10 on grass. MO SEE CAL’s off dirt and turf record 
says she hits here but will need to avoid the late fade. 

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

EXACTA:
1,2,5,7 Box

TRIFECTA: 
1,2,5/1,2,5,7/1,2,5,

7,9

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

4-1
4-1
5/2
3-1
6-1

20-1

HORSE NAME

Leggs Galore
She's Devoted

Warren's Showtime
Mo See Cal

Nardini
Sheza Girly Girl

HORSE #

2
1
5
7
9
4



LEIGH ANN HOWARD CALIFORNIA CUP OAKS 1 MILE (TURF)

RACE #6 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#7 – Sensible Cat ran the top, last race speed figure and has won two straight, including her lone 
trip on grass.

#5 – I'm So Anna ran once on grass. She won that start on the grass, getting out to the lead and 
never giving it up. She ran on dirt last out; trainer Steve Sherman wins at 27% going dirt to turf and 
won the last time following the same surface switch. 

#10 – Westward Breeze will have to overcome the outside post. However, if she can run back to 
her debut, a powerful late charge win at 5 ½ furlongs on grass, then the post wont matter. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#1 – Dylans Wild Cat could be forwardly placed in a race that might lack pace. She ran some of her better 
fractions last out in her first route. It’s not surprising that she faded late. She should have more stamina in 
her second go at a mile. 

#9 – Governor Goteven needs to overcome a number of challenges, first try on grass, outside post, low 
winning percentage jockey/trainer combo; however, if she can run on grass as she’s done on dirt, she’ll have 
a chance. 

#6 – Closing Remarks is dropping in class from a Grade III to a non-graded stakes, which should be a better 
fit. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: At first glance, there doesn’t look there is 
much speed beyond GOVERNOR GOTEVEN. She’s made here way 
forward on dirt, which doesn’t always translate to grass. 
Meanwhile, SUPER GAME and I’M SO ANNA have been slow at the 
start on dirt but took the lead when trying grass. SUPER GAME’s 
early fractions are faster. As such, GOVERNOR GOTEVEN and 
SUPER GAME should be one, two at the jump. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Twelve of the 20 race at the distance and 
surface we won by speed horse with the average winner running 
second or third at the ¼ pole and first or second at the ½ mile.

Post Position Stats: The first seven posts win evenly, eight and out 
struggle. 

EARLY SPEED:
Super Game, I'm So Anna, Governor Goteven

STALKERS:
Dylans Wild Cat, Smoothlikebuttah, Closing 
Remarks, Sensible Cat, Westward Breeze

CLOSERS:
Warrens Candy Girl, Del Mar Flash

THE PLAY

SENSIBLE CAT has won two straight and could be better in her third race off the bench. I’M SO ANNA 
has hit the board in five of six starts, including one for one on grass. WESTWARD BREEZE’s jockey and 
trainer combo of Juan Hernandez and Carla Gaines have won two of three together. DYLANS WILD CAT 
and GOVERNOR GOTEVEN are the same on paper, we’ll take the inside post. 

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER

EXACTA: 
1,5,7,10 Box

TRIFECTA: 
5,7,10/1,5,7,10/

1,5,7,9,10

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

3-1
6-1
8-1
6-1
6-1
5/2

HORSE NAME

Sensible Cat
I'm So Anna

Westward Breeze
Dylan's Wild Cat

Governor Goteven
Closing Remarks

HORSE #

7
5
10
1
9
6
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